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Materials and device architecture Challenge:
Realizing, over unconventional substrates (flexible, stretchable, 1D,
macroscopic..) complex functionalities that often rely on rigid, micro
and nano-scale devices
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Innovative materials processing approaches
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Guiding objective: Integrating complex functionalities within
unconventional, substrates
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- Multi-material nanostructured 2D and 3D coatings
- Multi-material 1D fibre devices
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Engineering novel 1D nanostructured devices
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Manufacturing on the preform level
Heat and draw down
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- 1 m long, 300 mm in
diameter preform pulled into
tens-of-kilometer long fiber
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- Such fiber would cover 10
to 100 square meters !!
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FABRICATION CHALLENGES

Materials with different optic and optoelectronic properties also often have
different thermo-mechanical properties

inar!

Thermo-mechanical properties
- Glassy materials: Continuous derivative dη/
dT with respect to temperature
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Upper bound viscosity (η) at a common
temperature: less 107 Poise (ΔTg < 30C)

HIGH-Tg TERMOPLASTICS
O
S

O

O

n

§ Electrical Insulators
§PES, PEI
§ Amorphous thermoplastics
§Glass transition temperature: 150-240 oC
§ Refractive index @1.5 microns: 1.6
§ Availability: Thin films (8-150 microns)

METALS

-

Resistant to crystallization (Tx-Tg>100C )

-

Or materials can flow in a very low viscosity
liquid state

In, Sn, Bi(43%)-Sn(57%)
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Fabrication and Processing
- Careful preform machining

§ Metals
§ Crystalline Materials
§ Melting Temperature: 140-232 oC
§ Tm has to be lower than the drawing
temperature
§ Good wetting of glass and polymer
§ Use of Flux to prevent oxidization
§ Low viscosity at drawing
Temperature
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Finding the right drawing parameters

AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS

As, Se, S, Ge, Te, Si, Sn
§ Amorphous semiconductors (p-type)
§ Glass transition temperature: 160-210
oC
§ Refractive index @1.5 microns: 2.4-3.4
§ High electrical conductivity
§ CTE for As2Se3: 25*10^-6/C
§ Photoconductivity

The first Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor fiber
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Preform cross section

Fiber cross section

The thermal drawing process inherently generates surface area !
M. Bayindir, F. Sorin, et al Nature 431, 826 (2004)
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OPTOELECRONIC FIBER SENSORS
We have already made a photoconductor
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Extremely large area flexible optoelectronic devices

Can we integrate increasingly complex and innovative device structures ?

M. Bayindir, F. Sorin, A.F. Abouraddy et al Nature 431, 826 (2004)
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Novel photonic devices and architectures
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Figure 4. Improved sensitivity and vision: a) Thre

HEALTH CARE APPLICATION
Distributed heat sensing for safety monitorin
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OmniGuide CO2 Laser Beam
Delivery System for non-invasive
surgery
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Thermal
Sensor
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COLORED FIBERS
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- The same effect that guides light in a core, reflects light in controlled color spectrum
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- Can we integrate actively modulated devices?
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- Piezoelectric Fibers
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- Opportunities: Ultrasound imaging,
Large area vibration sensor,…..
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- Can we make fibers that change color under mechanical excitation ?
Nature Materials, 9, 643 (2010)
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Junctions in Fibers
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Fibers capable of logic operations ?
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LARGE AREA ARRAYS AND COATINGS
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Inter fibres integration: screens and fabrics
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Arrays of fiber devices can be used in large area functional systems
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1D devices for sensing and monitoring

-

2D meshes : distributed chemical sensor

-

3D constructs
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-

Environment monitoring

-

Functionalizing large areas and unconventional
surfaces

-

Optical Fibers carry information in their core, ie
internet: can they collect or emit it through their
side ?
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FLEXIBLE SURFACES AND FABRICS
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Fibers flexibility enables to deploy them on curved
surfaces
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NIR photosensitive fibre
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COMMUNICATIONS
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-

Weaving fibers into fabrics :
-

Several applications in health care, sport
and leisure…
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-

A

B

Fruitful Challenges:
-

What Materials ?

-

Feature sizes ?

-

Mechanical properties ?

-

What new functionalities ?
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MULTIMATERIAL FIBERS
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-

The functionality is integrated inside the fiber itself !
-

Future of textile ?

-

Challenges and opportunities
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Truly distributed functionality opening new potential
applications
-

Color changing, energy harvesting and storage,
distributed sensors, health care etc..
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-

Scalability and flexibility in their assembly:
-

Dense or sparse meshes (1D, 2D or 3D)

-

Fabrics or coatings
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-

A new scientific and technological platform: a lot of room for
research and innovation
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Multi-material Fibre Scientific and Technological Field
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Innovative Healthcare
systems

Energy Harvesting,
storage
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and saving
www.advmat.de

COMMUNICATION
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Sensing
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Photonic systems
Semiconductor devices
Piezoelectricity
Thermoelecrticity
…
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www.MaterialsViews.com

Large area nanostructured
Coatings

from transient heating/cooling of the fiber
when moisture-rich air from the headspace
of a water-only vial passes through a heated
inlet tip before entering the fiber. If eliminated, the prototype limit-of-detection would
improve by another order of magnitude and
would be able to measure single ppb level of
peroxide vapor.
We point out several practical considerations that are relevant in the design of a
remote and/or distributed chemical sensing
system using these fibers. First, unlike
optical transmission fibers, photodetecting
fibers are not immune to electromagnetic
interference. This problem can be alleviated
by using standard electronic filtering techniques and/or by engineering electromagnetic barriers for blocking particular radiation
from reaching the photoconductive structure.[23,34] Second, the dark current will scale
linearly with fiber length if all of the chalcogenide glass is crystalized.[24] To circumvent
Figure 3. Chemiluminescent measurement setup and results: a) Schematic of the measurethe reduction in sensitivity associated with
ment scheme. (1) The fiber is secured into (2) an adaptor connected to the flexible tubing of
the syringe pump intake. PSU cladding is locally removed to expose the electrodes connected
the increased dark current, the fiber may be
to (3) the photodetector, and (4) external wires are connected to the individual electrodes. The
selectively crystalized[30] only at those axial
fiber is inserted into (5) the headspace of the vial containing the peroxide solution. b) The fiber
locations where a sensing event is expected
section schematic in greater detail. c) Block diagram of the setup. The syringe pump delivers
to occur. For example, in a remote sensing
the peroxide vapor into the fiber. The photodetecting fiber structure is driven by a voltage
application, only the last few centimeters
input from the lock-in amplifier and the result of a sensing event is registered as a current
of a fiber would need to be coated with CL
output. The signal is then recorded by a data acquisition (DAQ) card and buffered to computer.
material and crystalized, in which case the
d) A typical photocurrent measurement resulting from the protocol described in the text. Raw
current data (grey curve) is overlaid with the current moving average over 1 s (red curve).
sensitivity would not depend on the length
e) Peroxide sensitivity curve. Experimental points (black squares with error bars) are depicted
of the remaining fiber segment. This length
with the linear fit (red solid line) and the noise level (patterned strip).
independence stems from the fact that the
conductivity of the in-fiber crystalized Se97S3
is about 8 orders of magnitude higher than in the amorphous
fiber with a cross section similar to the one in Figure 1c. The
[
30
]
state.
A particular advantage of the extended photodetecting
CL material was coated on the inner wall of a coating-stripped
structure is the potential for distributed sensing, such as illussilica capillary (Polymicro TSP530660) of the same length as
trated in Figure 4b, where a periodic array of intake holes can
the fiber and was then inserted into the fiber’s core. Five volts
be introduced along the fiber length for large area vapor samDC was applied across the photodetecting structures’ electrodes
pling. As in the example with remote sensing, not the entire
contacted in parallel and the current was registered by an elecfiber but only short sections near the intake holes need to be
trometer (Keithley 6517). Although heating the fiber from room
crystalized. Moreover, the location of a peroxide vapor plume
temperature up to 80 °C reduced photoconductivity by a factor
along the fiber axis could be determined by implementing this
of three and slightly increases the noise due to a doubling of
the dark current, in this configuration the
photodetecting fiber was found to sense
hydrogen peroxide vapor concentrations as
low as 10 ppb as shown in Figure 4a. This
detection limit is comparable to state-of-theart commercially available systems and three
orders of magnitude more sensitive than the
performance depicted in Figure 3e. About
an order of magnitude in this increase is
attributed to the higher driving voltage and

Modeling

Applications

and Fabrics

Large area and
flexible systems

2D innovative photonic
structures
Multi-material Fibers

Large area
Flexibility
Simple processing

Materials/Interfaces, Processing,
Geometry and Length Scale
Innovative
processing

Novel devices architectures
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